Major events in May

4-5 May: Freedom Online Conference

4-8 May: 18th CSTD session

19 May: Swiss IGF

20-22 May: MAG meeting & Open Consultations

25-29 May: WSIS Forum

GIP reports available! Visit www.giplatform.org/past-events
Internet Governance BAROMETER (MAY 2015)
IG Barometer indicates the presence of specific IG issues in the public policy debate in comparison to the previous month

Cybersecurity
New arrangements on information security cooperation emerge between NATO and EU, between China and Russia, and within EU member states (through newly adopted European Agenda on Security). In USA, State Secretary Kerry outlines US Internet development policy and declares that US will use sanctions and other policy tools in addressing cyber-policy issues. Cybercrime news: hacker claims to have hijacked plane’s firewall; Russian hackers plan to attack banks worldwide.

Global IG Architecture
No new developments

IANA Transition
Fadi Chehadé announces departure from ICANN in March 2016. Will he see transition through? Transition unlikely to happen by 30 September, but work progresses: Naming community reviewing the submissions it received on its second draft proposal; CCWG-Accountability calls for input on its proposed accountability enhancements.

ICANN and New Domains
.sucks controversy continues as fees remain high

Online Privacy & Data Protection
In USA, House passes USA Freedom Act with the aim of reforming NSA: tech companies, civil liberties and privacy activists urge White House to pull back efforts to weaken encryption or include law enforcement “backdoors” on technology products. France passes new surveillance law despite a 24 hours before 1984 protest campaign; among others, law will require ISPs and phone companies to give up data upon request, and intelligence services will have the right to place cameras and recording devices in private homes and install keylogger devices.

Net Neutrality
Controversy surrounds new internet.org initiative (pitched as a philanthropic initiative to connect regions who do not yet have Internet access) over violations to net neutrality. Start-ups in India pulled out. In EU, the reference to net neutrality has been removed from Council document, prepared for third trilogue on Connected Continent package negotiations.

Jurisdiction
No major developments

E-commerce
EU Digital Single Market plans unveiled: a range of harmonisation measures proposed. On cryptocurrency, New York based NASDAQ stock market announced plans to leverage blockchain technology as part of an enterprise-wide initiative; GIP’s predictions accurate: even cryptocurrency can be prone to speculations on markets.
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IG Barometer: 🔻

Secretary of State John Kerry speaks about cybersecurity and Internet freedom at Korea University in Seoul, South Korea, May 18, 2015. Credit: Saul Loeb/Pool/AP Photo
ICANN CEO Fadi Chehadé announces departure from ICANN in March 2016. Will he see transition through?

Transition unlikely to happen by 30 September, but work progresses: Naming community reviewing the submissions it received on its second draft proposal; CCWG-Accountability calls for input on its proposed accountability enhancements.
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Online Privacy & Data Protection

In USA, House passes USA Freedom Act with the aim of reforming NSA; tech companies, civil liberties and privacy activists urge White House to pull back efforts to weaken encryption or include law enforcement "backdoors" on technology products

France passes new surveillance law despite a ‘24 hours before 1984’ protest campaign; among others, law will require ISPs and phone companies to give up data upon request, and intelligence services will have the right to place cameras and recording devices in private homes and install keylogger devices
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Controversy surrounds new Internet.org initiative (pitched as a philanthropic initiative to connect regions who do not yet have Internet access) over violations to net neutrality. Start-ups in India pulled out.

In EU, the reference to net neutrality has been removed from Council document, prepared for third trilogue on Connected Continent package negotiations.
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EU Digital Single Market plans unveiled: a range of harmonisation measures proposed

On cryptocurrency, New York based NASDAQ stock market announced plans to leverage blockchain technology as part of an enterprise-wide initiative. GIP’s predictions accurate: even cryptocurrency can be prone to speculations on markets

IG Barometer:
Main events in June

24 May-5 June: African Internet Summit
2 June: French IGF
4-5 June: EuroDIG in Sofia, Bulgaria
7-8 June: G7 Summit 2015 in Germany
8 June: WIPO seminar on global IP strategy & WIPO services
8-9 June: Expert Group Meeting on Advancing a Sustainable Information Society for All
9-11 June: Global Symposium for Regulators 2015: Mind the Digital Gap
10 June: Canadian IGF
15-16 June: Nigerian IGF
15-26 June: Internet L@w Summer School at University of Geneva

Continued…
Main events in June
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16 June: UK IGF
17-18 June: Jurisdiction and Dispute Resolution in the Internet era: Governance and Good Practices
17-19 June: Octopus Conference 2015: Cooperation against Cybercrime
18-19 June: West Africa IGF
18-19 June: ICG fifth face-to-face meeting in Buenos Aires
21-25 June: ICANN53 in Buenos Aires
30 June-3 July: Asia Pacific Regional Internet Governance Forum (APrIGF)

Visit www.giplatform.org/events for more details
From the Geneva Internet Platform

• Coming up: Launch of the Digital Watch
• Ongoing: Just-in-time course in Internet governance for Geneva-based diplomats
• Published: Recipes for Peace, Rights and Wellbeing Cookbook written by the partners of the International Geneva Perception Change Project
• Join us:
  28 May: The way forward for the WSIS+10 review process
  17-18 June: Jurisdiction and Dispute Resolution in the Internet era: Governance and Good Practices

Visit www.giplatform.org/events for links
Next steps…

Time for your questions & suggestions
Next steps…

Join us next month: 30 June